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Abstract

This paper presents the results of a study on fault-tolerant control of a ship propulsion benchmark [Izadi-Zamanabadi, R., & Blanke,

M. (1999). A ship propulsion system as a benchmark for fault tolerant control. Control Engineering Practice, 7 (2), 227–239] which uses

estimated or virtual measurements as feedback variables. The estimator operates on a self-adjustable design model so that its outputs can

be made immune to the effects of a specific set of component and sensor faults. The adequacy of sensor redundancy is measured using the

control reconfigurability [Wu, N. E., Zhou, K., & Salomon, G. (2000). Reconfigurability in linear time-invariant systems. Automatica, 36

(11), 1767–1771] and the number of sensor based measurements are increased when this level is found inadequate. As a result, sensor

faults that are captured in the estimator’s design model can be tolerated without the need for any reconfiguration actions. Simulations for

the ship propulsion benchmark show that, with additional sensors added as described and the estimator in the loop, satisfactory fault-

tolerance is achieved under two additive sensor faults, an incipient fault, and a parametric fault, without having to alter the original

controller in the benchmark.

r 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Sensor fault tolerant control for marine/aerospace
vehicles is less discussed in the literature than actuator or
component fault tolerant control, despite the large number
of publications in the field following the overview paper by
Patton (1997). The reasons may be that sensor reliability is
high and hardware (direct) sensor redundancy is often used
where measurements are critical. There are applications,
however, where sensor faults are critical for the overall
system. This is the case in the ship propulsion benchmark
(Izadi-Zamanabadi & Blanke, 1999). The aim of the
benchmark was to demonstrate enhanced propulsion plant
availability by autonomous handling of various faults in
machinery or sensors.

In the propulsion system, critical sensors are made
redundant. Even if adequate sensor redundancy exists, it
e front matter r 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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needs to be properly managed to mask single point failures.
If a critical feedback variable is measured by three or more
identical sensors, a simple scheme of majority voting can
mask a single sensor fault and provide the correct
measurement of the variable. If none or only one extra
sensor is associated with the variable, analytic redundancy
(Chow & Willsky, 1984) provided via the use of static or
dynamic models that relate the system variables must be
invoked in order to mask a sensor fault. An alternative
approach is for the control law to react to a diagnosis
outcome rather than to mask the effect of a fault. This
more flexible approach to the management of redundancy
is called control reconfiguration (Blanke, Kinnaert, Lunze,
& Staroswiecki, 2003). However, its implementation is
more complex and may carry a higher decision risk (Wu,
2004).
Two basic fault-tolerant approaches were listed by Izadi-

Zamanabadi and Blanke (1999) in describing the ship
propulsion benchmark problem. Accommodation by re-
calculation of the set points at the coordination level was
suggested for some faults, reconfiguration by replacing a

www.elsevier.com/locate/conengprac
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faulty measurement with an alternative output estimate
was suggested for other faults. The latter approach was
demonstrated in Blanke, Izadi-Zamanabadi, and Lootsma
(1998), which depends, as in all reconfiguration ap-
proaches, on the timely isolation of faults. The set points
recalculation can take effect only if adequate redundancy
exists and the redundancy is properly managed. Though
most passenger vessels have two complete shafts that can
provide fail-operational propulsion systems, they lack the
capability of effectively mitigating the impact of sensor
faults that affect availability of full engine power and thus
affect their regularity of service. For example, inclusion of
an additional (redundant) shaft speed sensor is in
accordance with the practice in the marine industry where
the higher of the sensor signals is chosen in a maximum
selector for use in the engine speed control loop. However,
certain sensor faults could easily cause an unwanted engine
slow down when this simple form of sensor management is
used. Automatic deselection of the faulty signal following
isolation of the faulty sensor or alternatively, masking of
the faulty signal, would clearly be superior in enhancing
propulsion plant availability.

Other approaches to solve the benchmark problem have
employed several existing and new methods from diagnosis
and control for linear and non-linear systems. Blanke et al.
(1998) focused on the engine related faults in shaft speed
sensor and engine gain. They designed an adaptive, non-
linear observer for fault estimation. When a fault was
isolated, the faulty input was disabled from the control
algorithm. The observer output was used as an estimate of
shaft speed when a shaft speed sensor fault was diagnosed.
A simple switching to this estimate from the faulty
measurement managed controller reconfiguration. Re-
search results from several groups and several conference
papers (Amann, Perronne, Gissinger, & Frank (1999),
Blanke & Lootsma (1999), Schreier & Frank (1999),
Kerrigan & Maciejowski, and Edwards & Spurgeon
(2000)) were summarized in a book chapter (Izadi-
Zamanabadi et al., 2000). Methods included structural
analysis to provide residuals, linear methods employing
observers and parity relations for diagnosis, model
reference predictive control to accommodate faults, quan-
tized modelling and diagnosis for the problem, and active
controller reconfiguration using state-event logic in a
supervisor. An adaptive two-stage extended Kalman filter
based method was developed for fault diagnosis of the
benchmark in Zhang and Wu (1999). Edwards and
Spurgeon (2000) used a sliding mode observer for fault
detection on the non-linear propulsion plant. Two Ph.D.
theses used the benchmark as a main example. Supervisor
logic design for the benchmark was a main theme in Izadi-
Zamanabadi (1999). The nonlinear problem was the focus
in Lootsma (2001). He used nonlinear geometric theory to
formulate the residual generators for the complete problem
and demonstrated detection and isolation for all faults
considered in the benchmark. Bonivento, Paoli, and
Marconi (2003) used a high gain observer for the non-
linear shaft speed dynamics, similar to that of Blanke et al.
(1998), however not adaptive, and they applied a static
detector to diagnose pitch and engine gain faults. An
estimate of the magnitude of sensor faults was used by the
control scheme to accommodate faults by setpoint altera-
tion. Reflecting on the nonlinear dynamics, uncertain
parameters and complex designs with many earlier
methods, Izadi-Zamanabadi, Blanke, and Katebi (2003)
suggested a neuro-fuzzy output observer for diagnosis and
showed this could cope with both the inaccuracy and non-
linear behavior of the system as well as partial lack of
knowledge about certain parameters. A time-varying fuzzy
threshold was used for detection. The benchmark was
furthermore used in the textbook by Blanke et al. (2003) to
illustrate the details of a complete fault-tolerant design.
The aim of this paper is to investigate techniques that

make the propulsion system unaffected by faults in sensor
systems without reconfiguration. The approach is to use an
estimator to mask sensor faults through replacement of
feedback variables by their estimates that are immune to
sensor faults. Fault immunity is achieved by assuring a
sensor arrangement that preserves system reconfigurability
(Wu, Zhou, & Salomon, 2000) before and after faults
occur, and by capturing the effect of faults in the model
used for the design of an estimator. It is shown possible to
achieve fault-tolerance without having to alter control
architecture. This approach is significantly different from
reported approaches to fault-tolerant control of the ship
propulsion benchmark and it has potential to solve other
fault-tolerant control problems.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the

basic concept of the proposed sensor fault masking
approach. Section 3 describes the ship propulsion bench-
mark problem to which the proposed scheme is applied. It
also presents the algorithm that provides the virtual
measurements in the form of a set of recursive equations.
Section 4 shows simulation results with a fault masking
estimator in the control loop. Section 5 comments on the
need for further research. Section 6 acknowledges external
support for this work.

2. Problem formulation

Consider the tracking problem for a system with the
following model:

_x ¼ f ðx; x; uÞ þ wx; x ¼ ½xTc xTs �
T, ð1Þ

_x ¼ aðx; xÞ þ wx, ð2Þ

y ¼ hðx; xsÞ þ wy ð3Þ

with

yi ¼ xji
þ xs;i þ wy;i; ji ¼ 1; . . . ; qpn. (4)

The notations in the above equations are now explained.
x 2 Rnx is the state vector. u 2 Rm is the control input
vector. y 2 Rp is the measured output vector. wx 2 Rnx ,
wx 2 Rnx , and wy 2 Rp are bounded exogenous input
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vectors. x is the fault effect parameter vector with xc 2

Oc � Rnc representing component faults, xs 2 Os � Rns

representing sensor faults, and x ¼ 0 representing the
fault-free case. Let xm ¼ ½xj1 � � � xjq

�T with q the number
of state variables which are measured and participate
feedback. Note that the form of the measurement equation
is specialized to the ship propulsion benchmark. The upper
block diagram in Fig. 1 shows the configuration with the
following conventional control law:

_xc ¼ gðxc; y; rÞ; u ¼ gðxc; y; rÞ (5)

which is designed for x ¼ 0 to achieve

kxmðtÞ � rðtÞkp�; 8tXT , (6)

where �40 is a pre-specified tracking error bound, T40 is
a pre-specified settling time bound, and r 2 Rq is the
reference input vector. In general, it is not possible to find a
control law by which (6) is satisfied 8 xc 2 Oc and 8 xs 2 Os

because the feedback variable y is affected by sensor and
component faults. The following fault-tolerant control law
is proposed, as shown in the lower schematic diagram of
Fig. 1. The new component in the control law is an
estimator expressed as

_̂x ¼ fðx̂; x̂; u; y; rÞ,

_̂x ¼ kðx̂; x̂; u; y; rÞ,

x̂m ¼ hðx̂; x̂sÞ, (7)

where x̂ is the state estimate vector, x̂ is the fault-effect
parameter estimate vector, and x̂m is the virtual measure-
ment vector. The estimator is followed by the original
controller with the sensor measurement y replaced by the
virtual measurement x̂m

_xc ¼ gðxc; x̂m; rÞ; u ¼ gðxc; x̂m; rÞ. (8)

If x̂m remains close to xm ¼ hðx; xsÞ for all xs 2 Os, sensor
faults are said to have been masked. In this case, the
estimator is said to have acquired self-adjustability with
respect to the occurrence of sensor faults. If, in addition,
the tracking condition kxmðtÞ � rðtÞkp� 8tXT is satisfied
as well for all xs 2 Os and xc 2 Oc, the controlled system is
said to be sensor fault-tolerant, and the controller
described in (8) is said to be robust against component
Controller Plant D
ur

Controller Plant
Dynamicsu

r

x

(i)

(ii)

Fig. 1. (i) Original system configuration, (i
faults. Keeping a part of observer-based controller (8) in
the same form as conventional controller (5) is well justified
under the conditions that conventional controller (5)
performs satisfactorily in the nominal situation, that
minimization of control hardware/software change is
always desirable, and that the addition of a decision
module that triggers control reconfiguration is avoided.
Two issues must be addressed. The first is the

characterization of a model’s structural property that is
necessary in order to mask sensor faults. The second
is the construction of the estimator that achieves fault
masking. The general principles to resolving these issues
are briefly discussed now. How they are dealt with in the
ship propulsion benchmark will be detailed in the next
section.
The structural property sought after is the control

reconfigurability (Wu, Zhou, et al., 2000) that measures
the adequacy of redundancy level in a controlled system
relative to the nominal condition. Numerically it is a
combined measure of controllability and observability
under specified fault scenarios. Explicit formulae for the
computation of a control reconfigurability are available,
however, only for small signal (linear) models. Nevertheless
the computation is straightforward in this case, and the
results are instructive with regard to the selection of
alternative sensor and actuator arrangement. In order for
the same conventional controller (5) to be effective before
and after some sensor faults have occurred, the control
reconfigurability specific to these sensor faults should
necessarily remain approximately unchanged. This condi-
tion, however, is not sufficient unless the sensor faults are
masked via redundancy management and the conventional
controller is robust against the remaining faults.
The sensor fault masking can be realized using an

estimator (Wu, Zhang, & Zhou, 2000), and in particular
using an extended Kalman estimator for the ship propul-
sion system (Zhang & Wu, 1999). The role of parameter
estimates pertinent to the application of the ship propul-
sion benchmark can be viewed as a means to adjust the
estimator design model according to the values of the fault
effect parameters so that the virtual measurement quan-
tities are always correct (x̂m � xm). An important feature of
the estimator is the use of a set of temporally and spatially
varying forgetting factors that facilitate the estimator
ynamics Sensor suite
x y

Adaptive
estimator

ŷ

Sensor suite
y

�

i) Fault-tolerant system configuration.
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convergence and minimize the dynamic effects of the
estimator to the control loop.

3. Ship propulsion control system

The ship propulsion benchmark is a test bed for fault
detection, diagnosis and fault-tolerant control. The lower
level subsystems include a propeller pitch angle control
subsystem, a governor subsystem, a diesel engine, a
propeller, and a ship speed subsystem. The reader is
referred to Izadi-Zamanabadi and Blanke (1999) for a
detailed description. The model described here is the design
model for the fault masking estimator in which all faults
entering the system are manipulated into additive random
fault effect parameters. The set of fault effect parameters
includes two additive sensor faults (Dy, Dn), an additive
incipient fault (D_yinc), and a multiplicative parametric fault
(Dky).

The model based on which the estimator design is carried
out has the state-space representation given in (1), (2), and
(3)

_x ¼ f ðx; x; uÞ þ wx; _x ¼ aðx; xÞ þ wx,

y ¼ hðx; xsÞ þ wy,

where

x ¼

y

n

U

Qeng

2
666664

3
777775 ¼

propeller pitch

shaft speed

ship speed

engine torque

2
666664

3
777775,

xm ¼

y

n

U

2
664

3
775,

x ¼
xs

xc

" #
¼

Dy

Dn

D_yinc

Dky

2
666664

3
777775

¼

pitch sensor fault

shaft speed sensor fault

pitch rate drift

% engine gain reduction

2
666664

3
777775,

u ¼
yref

Y m

" #
¼

pitch angle reference

measured fuel index

� �
,

y ¼

ym

nm

Um

2
64

3
75 ¼

measured propeller pitch

measured shaft speed

measured ship speed

2
64

3
75
and the bounded exogenous signals

wx ¼

ny

0

0

0

2
666664

3
777775; wx ¼

nDy

nDn

nD_yinc

nDky

2
666664

3
777775,

wy ¼

nym

nnm

nUm

2
664

3
775.

Functions f, f and h are given by

f ðx; x; uÞ

¼

maxð_ymin;minfkt½yref � ðyþ DyÞ�; _ymaxgÞ þ D_yinc

ðQeng �QpropÞ=Im

ðð1� tT ÞTprop � RU Þ=m

ðð1þ DkyÞkyY m �QengÞ=tc

2
6666664

3
7777775
,

fðx; xÞ ¼ x and hðx; xsÞ ¼

yþ Dy

nþ Dn

U

2
664

3
775. ð9Þ

Additional variables in the functions are defined as follows.
_ymin and _ymax are the pitch rate limits. Im and m are the
inertia and the mass of the ship, respectively. RU is the hull
resistance. ky is the diesel engine gain and tc is the engine
time constant corresponding to torque built up from
cylinder firings. Qprop and Tprop are developed propeller
torque and thrust, respectively. In the benchmark simula-
tion, they are calculated by the interpolation of two tables
of real data measured under sea operation. They are non-
linear functions of y, n, and ship speed U, approximated by
the following bilinear relations:

Qprop ¼ Q0jnjnþQjnjnðyÞjnjnþQjnjV a
ðyÞjnjVa,

Tprop ¼ T jnjnðyÞjnjnþ T jnjVa
ðyÞjnjV a,

where T jnjn;T jnjVa
;Qjnjn and QjnjV a

are complex functions of
y, V a is the advance speed. The relation between V a and U

can be described by the wake fraction w through
Va ¼ ð1� wÞU .
The decision concerning the addition of sensors is made

based on a control reconfigurability calculation (Wu,
Zhou, et al., 2000), and an observability calculation
(Moore, 1981).
With the added sensors, mapping hðx; xsÞ in the

measurement Eq. (4), or more concretely in (9) that is
used in the estimator design model, should be modified to

hðx; xsÞ ¼ ½yþ Dy1 nþ Dn1 U yþ Dy2 nþ Dn2�
T. (10)

Despite the increase in the number of measurements, the
states that participate the feedback remains to be the same
components of xm.
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Control reconfigurability assesses the system ability to
allow performance restoration in the presence of faults. A
control reconfigurability calculation is performed for the
small signal control design model with _y, Y m as inputs, y, n,
U, Q as states. Four sets of outputs are considered,
corresponding to the four options of sensor arrangement
shown in the last column of Table 1: no added sensors
(1p1s), an added pitch sensor (2p1s), an added shaft speed
sensor (1p2s), and an added pitch sensor and an added
shaft speed sensor (2p2s). Relative control reconfigurabil-
ity, denoted by rr, with respect to the nominal control
reconfigurability for each sensor arrangement, is calculated
under two sensor fault scenarios. The calculation involves
finding the smallest relative Hankel singular value for a
specific fault scenario. The two sensor fault scenarios are a
single pitch sensor fault (Dy), and a single shaft speed
sensor fault (Dn). To numerically calculate rr (Wu, Zhou,
et al., 2000), let X ipjs and Y ipjs be respectively stabilizing
solutions to

X ipjsAþ ATX ipjs � X ipjsBBTX ipjs ¼ 0

and

AY ipjs þ Y ipjsA
T � Y ipjsC

T
ipjsCipjsY ipjs ¼ 0,

where i; j ¼ 1; 2, ðA;B;CipjsÞ is a minimum realization of
the small signal model of ship propulsion system. Then
solve for Pipjs and Qipjs for each case from

ðA� BBTX ipjsÞPipjs þ PipjsðA� BBTX ipjsÞ
T
þ BBT ¼ 0

and

QipjsðA� Y ipjsC
T
ipjsCipjsÞ þ ðA� Y ipjsC

T
ipjsCipjsÞ

TQipjs

þ CT
ipjsCipjs ¼ 0.

Control reconfigurability r is the square root of the
smallest eigenvalue of PQ, and the relative control
reconfigurability is given by

rr;ipjs ¼ ½ripjs at worst case�=½ripjs in the nominal case�.
Table 1

Estimator design models under four sensor arrangements

Inputs States

1p1s yref , Y m y, n, U, Q

2p1s yref , Y m y, n, U, Q

1p2s yref , Y m y, n, U, Q

2p2s yref , Y m y, n, U, Q

Table 2

Relative reconfigurability rr and relative observability sr for four options of s

ðrr;srÞ 1p1s 2p1s

Dy ð1:000; 0:000Þ ð1:000; 54:863Þ
Dn ð0:018; 0:000Þ ð0:018; 54:863Þ
The above calculation is carried out for each of the four
sensing arrangements with respect to a pitch sensor fault,
and a shaft speed sensor fault, respectively. The results of
the calculation are shown in the first components of the
eight pairs in Table 2.
On the other hand, the ability to estimate the state of a

dynamic system rests on the system’s observability. Since
all types of faults to be estimated must be captured in the
estimator design model as states, an observability calcula-
tion is performed for the state augmented estimator design
model with the same four options of sensor arrangement,
where the feedback variable in the engine loop is y. The
relative observability, denoted by sr, is defined as the ratio
of the smallest singular value of an observability gramian
to that of the 2p2s case. Two simplifications are made in
the gramian calculations. One is the exclusion of fault-
effect parameters D_yinc and Dky from the calculation
because they are not sensor related faults. The other is
the perturbation of the open-loop poles at the origin
associated with _xs ¼ 0 to the open left half plane. The
results of the relative observability computation are shown
in the second components of the eight pairs in Table 2.
It is found that the state augmented models are

observable under all sensor arrangements, though the
observabilities are generally weak. The relative observa-
bility with 2 pitch angle sensors is markedly stronger than
that with a single pitch sensor, as indicated in Table 2. It
can also be seen from Table 2 that a single pitch sensor
fault does not alter the system reconfigurability, while a
single shaft speed fault significantly reduces the reconfigur-
ability, unless a second shaft speed sensor is present. We
therefore conclude that the only viable option that allows a
successful sensor fault masking control is 2p2s. The above
conclusions are supported by our simulations. The simula-
tion results shown in the paper are obtained with the 2p2s
option.
With two pitch angle sensors and two shaft speed

sensors, the reconfigurability is retained before and after
Fault-effect parameters Outputs

Dy, Dn ym, nm, Um

Dy1, Dn, Dy2 ym1, nm, Um, ym2

Dy1, Dn1, Dn2 ym1, nm1, Um, nm2

Dy1, Dn1, Dy2, Dn2 ym1, nm1,Um, ym2, nm2

ensor arrangement

1p2s 2p2s

ð1:000; 0:000Þ ð1:000; 1:000Þ
ð0:729; 0:000Þ ð0:729; 1:000Þ
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Fig. 2. A fault-tolerant control scheme with sensor fault-masking virtual measurements.
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the occurrence of single sensor faults, and the observability
necessary for the estimation of the propulsion system states
and the sensor fault effect parameters is greatly enhanced.
As a result, accurate estimates can be expected of the
feedback variables y and n. A fault masking control scheme
has been devised with an estimator in the original control-
loop. The estimator generates the virtual measurements
that replace the feedback variables provided by the two
original pitch angle and shaft speed sensors. The on-line
estimator has been added to the Simulink model of the
original benchmark (Thavamani, 2002). The sensor fault
masking schematic is shown in Fig. 2.
4. Estimation algorithm

An estimator based on a 1 sample/second discretized
version of the model given in Section 3 was designed for the
purpose of fault detection and diagnosis in the 1p1s case
(Zhang & Wu, 1999). Two major modifications with regard
to the estimator design have been introduced in the current
paper. (i) The estimator design model now includes an
additional pitch angle sensor, and an additional shaft speed
sensor, as well as the additional fault effect parameters, as
shown in (10), and (ii) the estimator is implemented as a
Matlab routine which is placed in the control loop of the
benchmark Simulink model.
4.1. Bias-separated discrete time model with redundant

sensors

xðk þ 1Þ ¼ f ðxðkÞÞ þ GðkÞuðkÞ þ F1ðkÞbðkÞ

þ GðkÞwxðkÞ, ð11Þ

bðk þ 1Þ ¼ bðkÞ þ wbðkÞ, ð12Þ

yðk þ 1Þ

¼ hðxðk þ 1ÞÞ þ F2ðk þ 1Þbðk þ 1Þ þ vðk þ 1Þ, ð13Þ

where, State vector:

x ¼ ½ y n U Qeng �
T. (14)
Control input vector:

u ¼ ½yref Y m�
T. (15)

Measurement vector:

z ¼ ½ym1 nm1 Um ym2 nm2�
T. (16)

Fault parameter vector:

b ¼ ½Dy1 Dn1 Dy
�

inc Dky Dy2 Dn2�
T. (17)

System noise vector:

wx ¼ ½vy1 0 0 0 vy2 0�T. (18)

Measurement noise vector:

v ¼ ½vy1 vn1 vU vy2 vn2�
T (19)

and

f ðxðkÞÞ ¼

ð1� ktTÞyðkÞ

nðkÞ þ
T

Im

Qeng½xðkÞ; k�

�
T

Im

Qprop½xðkÞ; k�

UðkÞ þ
ð1� tT ÞT

m
Tprop½xðkÞ; k�

�
T

m
RU ½xðkÞ; k�

1�
T

tC

� �
Qeng½xðkÞ; k�

2
6666666666666666664

3
7777777777777777775

, (20)

GðkÞ ¼

ktT 0

0 0

0 0

0
T

tc

ky

2
666664

3
777775, (21)

F1ðkÞ ¼

�ktT 0 T 0 �ktT 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0
kyT

tC

Y mðkÞ 0 0

2
666664

3
777775, (22)
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GðkÞ ¼

�ktT 0 0 0 �ktT 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

2
6664

3
7775, (23)

hðxðk þ 1ÞÞ ¼

1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0

1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

2
6666664

3
7777775
, (24)

F2ðkÞ ¼

1 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 1

2
6666664

3
7777775
. (25)

The noise sequences wx;wb; v are assumed to be zero mean
uncorrelated Gaussian noise sequences with

E

wxðkÞ

wbðkÞ

vðkÞ

2
664

3
775½wxðjÞ wbðjÞ vðjÞ �

8>><
>>:

9>>=
>>;

¼

Qx 0 0

0 Qb 0

0 0 R

2
664

3
775dkj,

where Qx40;Qb40;R40 and dkj is the Kronecker delta.
The fault masking estimation algorithm involves a set of

recursive equations, as shown in the following, which are
used to produce estimates of both the states and the fault
effect parameters. These are the same set of equations as
those in Zhang and Wu (1999) with two exceptions as
mentioned previously. That is: (i) modified measurement
equations (10) replaces the original measurement equation,
and (ii) the resulting estimator is implemented on-line using
a Matlab function. Following a similar route of derivation
as in Zhang and Wu (1999), the bias-separated extended
Kalman filter for the above system are obtained. For the
sake of brevity, the time index of the following equations
has been dropped.

4.2. An adaptive bias-separated extended Kalman Filter

Bias-free state estimator:

~xþ ¼ f þ Guþ ðM � VþÞb̂, (26)

~P
xþ
¼ F ~P

x
F 0 þ GxQxG0x þMPbM 0 � VþPbþV 0þ, (27)

~x ¼ ~xþ þ ~K
x
~r, (28)

~K
x
¼ ~P

x
H 0½ ~S��1,
~P
x
¼ ðIx � ~K

x
HÞ ~P

xþ
, (29)

where the filter residual vector and its covariance are given
as

~r ¼ y� hð ~xþÞ, ð30Þ

~S ¼ H ~P
x
H 0 þ R. ð31Þ

The Jacobians in the Taylor series expansion for non-linear
functions f and h are

F ¼
qf

qx

����
x¼ ~x

; H ¼
qh

qx

����
x¼ ~xþ

.

Bias estimator:

Pbþ ¼ Pb þQb, ð32Þ

b̂ ¼ b̂þ Kbð~r�Nb̂Þ, ð33Þ

Kb ¼ PbþN 0½NPbþN 0 þ ~S��1, ð34Þ

Pb ¼ ðIb � KbNÞPbþ. ð35Þ

Coupling equations:

M ¼ FV þ F 1, ð36Þ

Vþ ¼MPb½Pbþ��1, ð37Þ

N ¼ HVþ þ F 2, ð38Þ

V ¼ Vþ � ~K
x
N. ð39Þ

Compensated state estimate:

x̂ ¼ ~xþ Vb̂. (40)

Propeller pitch estimate:

ŷ ¼ x̂ð1Þ. (41)

Shaft speed estimate:

n̂ ¼ x̂ð2Þ. (42)

Estimate output:

Estimate ¼ ½ŷ n̂�. (43)

To make the above estimation algorithm more respon-
sive to the changes of bias parameters which model the
faults, forgetting factor technique has been introduced into
the bias covariance (32)

Pbþ ¼
Xp

i¼1

ai

li

eie
T
i þQb; 0olip1. (44)

The forgetting factor li can be chosen as a decreasing
function of the amount of information received in the
direction ei. Since eigenvalue ai of Pb is a measure of the
uncertainty in the direction of ei, a choice of forgetting
factor li can be

li ¼

1; ai4amax;

ai amin þ
amax � amin

amax
ai

� ��1
; aipamax:

8><
>: (45)

The reader is referred to Zhang and Wu (1999) for more
discussion on the choice of forgetting factors.
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5. Simulation results

Figs. 3–5 show the responses of the measured variables
ym, nm, and Um of the original benchmark simulation (first
plot in each figure), the responses of ym, nm, and Um when
the sensor fault masking control is implemented (last plot
in each figure), and the responses of the true state y, n, and
U under the fault masking setting (middle plot in Figs. 2
and 3, last plot in Fig. 4 for U ¼ Um in the benchmark). It
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Fig. 3. Pitch angle (i) measurement from the original benchmark, (ii) true

state from the fault-tolerant system, (iii) estimate that is fed back in the

fault-tolerant system.
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Fig. 4. Shaft speed (i) measurement from the original benchmark, (ii) true

state from the fault-tolerant system, (iii) estimate that is fed back in the

fault-tolerant system.
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Fig. 5. Ship speed (i) measurement from the original benchmark, (ii)

measurement from the fault-tolerant system.

Table 3

Benchmark fault event profile

Fault type Approx. magnitude Sustaining duration

Dy 0:4 180 s–210 s

Dn 0:5 680 s–710 s

D_yinc 10�5ðsþ 10�5Þ�1 800 s–1700 s

Dy �0:35 1890 s–1920 s

Dn �9:6 2640 s–2670 s

Dky 20%ky 3000 s–3500 s
can be seen that sensor fault masking has been successfully
achieved. Note that in the process, no switching action is
taken. This is due to the self-adjustable nature of the fault
masking estimator. In addition, we are able to retain the
controller in the original benchmark despite the presence of
an incipient fault and a parametric fault that are not
directly measured by any sensor. This robustness is
attributed to the less severe nature of the two additional
faults, and to the enhanced observability of the modified
system configuration.
The contribution of the fault masking estimator can be

thought of as an automatic compensation of a sensor fault
which is recognizable from one of two sensor measure-
ments by utilizing analytic redundancy, while a third sensor
would be required with traditional fail-operational tech-
nology.
The reader having an interest in reproducing the

numerical results presented in the paper is referred to
Izadi-Zamanabadi and Blanke (1999) for the standard set
of parameter values of the benchmark. Only the sequence
of fault occurrence is given in Table 3 to facilitate the
reading of the plots.
The table reflects an important difference in the

treatment of sensor faults in this paper from that in all
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other reported ship propulsion benchmark studies. The
sensor faults in this paper are modeled as measurement
deviations from the fault-free values, rather than absolute
deviations from the zero outputs.

6. Discussion

Our investigation is continuing in the following three
areas.

(i) The difficulty presented by the hard nonlinearities in
the benchmark, which an extended Kalman estimator is
incapable of handling, is circumvented by staying with a
small signal model during analysis and design. The most
challenging task of stability analysis of the closed-loop
system is left with the simulation. Only a small signal
analysis where the estimator is identified as a parametric
LTI model has been performed (Thavamani, 2002). A more
rigorous nonlinear, closed-loop stability analysis without
small signal LTI approximations is being sought.

(ii) The current controller which is inherited from the
original benchmark is constructed based on a model
without the estimator dynamics in the loop. Although the
dynamic effect of the estimator to the loop has been
minimized by the use of a forgetting factor in the estimator,
in general a controller design that includes the estimator
dynamics in the control design model is needed.

(iii) While all fault effect parameters enter explicitly into
the estimator design model in order to gain greater
accuracy of the virtual measurement estimates, the non-
sensor faults D_yinc and Dky have not been included in the
controller design model. This is acceptable because these
faults have only minor effects on the system performance.
In a more general situation, however, effort to compensate
non-sensor faults may be required.
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